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Islamorada Village Council Workshop
Village Attorney

June 4, 2013

Background:

On February 8, 2013 the Village Council held a workshop on legal services.
(Attachment “A” is a copy of the minutes for that meeting.) The majority of the
discussion centered around the need for a policy decision of the Village Council to move
the Village Attorney position from a contracted department to an in-house employee for
the Fiscal Year starting October 1, 2013. At the conclusion of the workshop, I was tasked
to report back to the Village Council, the specialties and disciplines necessary to run the
Legal department in-house, outsourced, or a combination, inclusive of the associated
costs.

Village Charter:

The Village Attorney is a Charter Officer hired by a majority of the Village Council
pursuant to Section 7 of the Village Charter. The Charter provides that the office of the
Village Attorney may be contracted to an attorney or law firm and the Village Attorney
may hire such assistants as required. The Charter requires the Village Attorney to prepare
an annual budget for the operation of the department, which is included in the Village’s
adopted annual budget.

Optional Scenarios:

There are 3 scenarios for the operation of the Village Attorney’s department:
1. A completely In House staff employed by the Village;
2. A completely outside contracted firm(s); or
3. A hybrid of the two above.

Current Scenario

In identifying the needs for Islamorada, I need to provide you some history. Currently
the Firm of Weiss Serota serves as the primary Village Attorney. Pursuant to their
Agreement with the Village, the Firm is paid an annual flat fee to provide our general
municipal services and then bills by the hour for Litigation or Special Projects.
(Attachment “B” of their Village Council agenda item approving the current retainer
agreement with the Firm approved on September 22, 2011 is attached) Our general
municipal services are provided at $250,000 annually (approximately $20,800 per
month). This includes all municipal legal services required to run the everyday operation
of the Village, (representation of the Village Council, Village Manager and all
departments, except for enterprise funded departments).
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The municipal services included are the unlimited drafting and review of all contracts,
bid documents, resolutions and ordinances, all planning department advice, all
development applications, rezonings, comp plan amendments, variances, site plans, the
LPA and preparation and handling of every Quasi Judicial hearing, attendance at all
workshops, Village Council meetings and any other meetings, working with the state and
federal lobbyists, leases and real estate matters, handling all finance and purchasing
issues, all matters regarding public records, gifts, ethics and the sunshine law, solid
waste, code enforcement, building department, vacation rentals, employment and
personnel issues, etc. In the past, Weiss Serota has filled in when we were short on staff
or had inexperienced people.  The firm has an overview of all departments and activities
ensuring protection against legal jeopardy.

Litigation and Special Projects, that would be otherwise be outsourced at $225 per hour
and up, are currently billed by the hour at $185. We have budgeted $220,000 for
Litigation for this fiscal year (based upon the litigation that was pending when the budget
was adopted). All phone calls, emails and travel to Islamorada is included in this hourly
fee. At one time there were 17 lawsuits outstanding.  As of today, there are only 7 with 2
of those being handled by the League of Cities.  The Council has a strong role in how
litigation proceeds.  In the past there was a sentiment of “no” to allowing things.  I
believe that the current sentiment allows for things to proceed and is in part why our
lawsuit numbers and therefore the money have decreased.  The figures show us that there
were past years that we spent better than $500,000 for litigation. We are now budgeting
$220,000 and thru March have spent $124,000, a drastic improvement.

The Enterprise accounts (Marina, Storm Water, and Wastewater Utility) or Special
Projects are charged separately and not included in the flat fee. We have budgeted
$165,500 for the enterprise departments for this fiscal year. Any contract or agreements
where the other party has agreed to reimburse the Village or pay the Village attorney fees
are also billed at the hourly rate (for example Gorman reimbursed the Village for all of
the fees incurred on the Wet Net affordable housing parcel). These are Special Project
accounts.

There are about 45 specialty practice areas (referred to as disciplines) that are available to
the Village from Weiss Serota which are included in our flat or hourly fee. On a regular
basis, we use 16-18 of these specialty practice areas. The primary is Municipal law, with
land use, utilities, real property/transactions, code enforcement, and vacation rental taking
the top positions. Municipal litigation is another important discipline. A list is provided
in this packet of some disciplines used by the Village (Attachment “C” entitled Village
Attorney’s Discipline).  It includes a breakdown of how much was spent before we went
to a flat fee for the top specialties. On the list are other disciplines that are included in our
current flat fee as well as the 3 Enterprise funds (Marina, Storm Water and Utilities) that
are charged separately. Some of the different Litigations are also notated.  We have
available all of the Firm’s attorneys, and regularly have 3 senior level attorneys (Nina,
Lilly and James) and their supporting staffs dedicated to us and available at our disposal.
They respond to our phone calls when we have questions or problems. The other
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disciplines and attorneys are available as needed. In the future, it might be possible to do
Skyping to make it easer to see what someone is referencing.

The Village currently outsources certain specialties.  These are managed by and available
to the Village Attorney’s use at any time. We contract with the firm of Nabors Giblin and
Nickerson at the rate of $250 per hour to provide wastewater assessment and other
specific assistance as necessary. Bryant Miller & Olive for Bond Counsel assist at the
rate of $225 per hour. Campbell & Malafy work on a contingency fee of 18% for the BP
representation. We also contract with the firm of Billing, Cochran, Lyles, Mauro and
Ramsey to provide code enforcement Hearing Officer at $195 per hour. The Government
Services Group also works for us as assessment consultants.

Other Governments in the Florida Keys

There are a variety of attorney styles used in the Keys.  Key West and Monroe County
have an In House service while Marathon uses an outside firm.  No matter what style you
are using the job descriptions are about the same. Included in the package is a recap of
the services provided by the attorneys (Attachment “D” is a job description from Village
Workshop June 9, 2011).

Key West and the County have chosen to bring as much of their legal work In House as
possible and therefore have grown their staffs.  Even with increased staff, there are still
items that must be done with an outside firm and the outside firms’ hourly rates can range
from $225 to $500 per hour plus calls, emails and travel time to and from their offices.

Key West has an In House City Attorney’s office, which consist of a 5-person
department; 3 attorneys, a paralegal and a legal secretary and they still outsource the legal
work for their Storm water department.  Some litigation cases or special projects require
an outside law firm. In speaking with them, they indicate they have few lawsuits and
some liability cases. With that said, since they grew to 3 full time in-house lawyers they
have not outsourced much.  This also says that with little waste water issues, and few
suits; it still takes 5 people to handle Key West’s Legal department.

Marathon has an outside firm similar to Islamorada’s. They have few suits and have
resolved most of their wastewater issues. When needed, they have outsourced certain
specialties for a particular issue. The Firm handles the waste and storm water issues also.

Monroe County has 9 lawyers and 5 staff assistants. One of their attorneys is dedicated
solely to serving the planning department. They handle most of the work In House. Over
the last few years the County has increased lawyers and staff so that less work would be
outsourced.

As noted, it becomes apparent that In House Legal departments have a tendency to grow.
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Costs of Legal Departments

The history of the cost of the legal department between the different cities is hard to
compare.  I have found that some cities report their fund balance reserves as revenue and
others do not.  Some include legal as part of the different departments, some as a lump
sum, some have all the legal on one line except what ever category is their problem child,
i.e. storm water or waste water. Many cities do not budget for litigation, but instead pay
for litigation out of a contingency or reserve. As a whole in reviewing the League of
Cities data, larger cities have a lower percent for legal than medium to small and the
extremely small have very low percents.  The amount will vary greatly by the activities of
the town. Wastewater and storm water seem to be the two major issues. Being in an Area
of State Critical Concern is also a major factor. The chart below shows the comparison
for 4 years for revenues including the fund balance and the percent for legal in each case
for Islamorada. As you can see, the dollars and percents have continued to drop over the
4 years.  The chart also has a comparison of 4 cities in dollars as well as percent.

Islamorada 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
Revenues 13,490,154 14,064,505 12,950,124 12,846,279
Legal 618,867 551,224 557,916 480,000
% to Revenues 4.6% 3.9% 4.3% 3.7%

Comparables 2012-13 2012-13 2012-13 2012-13
Islamorada Marathon Key West Sanabel

Revenues 12,846,279 10,822,739 50,865,346 25,557,549
Legal 480,000 395,000 691,699 578,885
% to Revenues 3.7% 3.6% 1.4% 2.3%

In Attachment “E” entitled Village Attorney Department, there is a chart showing the
cost of basic legal services over the last 4 years for Islamorada. Below is a summary of
the bottom line for the last 4 years.

Village Attorney Department
(see expanded  attachment)

1/2 year
2008-9 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13

Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget
Y-T-D-

Mar
General Legal $394,875 $290,860 $253,048 $250,000 $250,000 $124,998
Litigation $402,320 $312,243 $288,032 $305,934 $220,000 $123,552
Enterprise fund $284,207 $537,028 $546,880 $423,067 $165,500 $59,785

Recovery money -$74,843 -$1,351,277 -$6,200
Total including recovery

$1,081,402 $1,065,288 -$266,365 $979,001 $635,500 $302,135

As you can see each year the costs have come down.
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What would an In House Attorney Department cost?

I have Attachment “F” as a sample budget for an In House attorney. It does not include
the cost of out side attorneys or litigation. I made the assumption of one attorney and
one assistant. In speaking with several cities and using the League of Cities survey, the
In House attorney usually makes at a minimum at least the same salary as the City
Manager and with most of the same benefits and contract package. (Although I have used
the Village Manager’s base salary of $140,000 for the sample budget, the Key West City
Attorney’s salary is $172,000 and the Monroe County Attorney’s salary is $175,000)

Is using the sample budget as a basis, you then would need to decide how much work the
In House Attorney with one Legal Assistant could do knowing there are meetings,
consults, and various other activities that would use his/her time. Let’s look at a 2 week
(10 day) period. Currently we have 3 Attorneys (sometimes more) reviewing our Council
agenda items every 2 weeks, each working on their specialty.  The LPA items must also
be reviewed. If one person was doing this it would take at least 2 days and while he is
reviewing it he is unavailable for other activities. General daily municipal work would
take about 30 hour per week, 60 hour for 2 weeks (7.5 days). This work would include
but not be limited to, staff meeting and consults, meeting with citizens, meeting with
Council, phone calls to the state and federal lobbyist, conversations with DEO, DOT,
DEP or any other regulatory department, public records requests, sunshine law, meeting
with Council members and numerous other activities. Assuming there is an out of town
meeting once a week that would take a ½ day each week, we have another day used in the
2 weeks. We now have used 10.5 days in the 10 day work period and no work has been
done on Land use projects, real estate, conservation, code enforcement, litigation and this
list goes on.

In picking a single In House attorney you would need to know his strengths, such as
utilities or land use.  Some of the specialty discipline could be done by the In House
Attorney but everything else would need to be outsourced.  An outside attorney’s service
rate is $225 per hour and up. They usually charge extra for phone, email, meetings, etc.
Litigation is also at least $225 per hour. In using the current budget and history of
expenses from the previous hand out entitled Village Attorney Department, I estimated
the hours below.

Sample budget attorney department
Attorney and staff Estimate Current

including benefits $283,465 $250,000
Outside disciplines including Enterprise funds

est. 2200 hours per year at $225 per hour $495,000 $165,000
Outside litigation

est. current budget at $225/hr instead of $185 $270,000 $220,000
Additionally, if the attorney has to relocate, there may be a one-time expense to pay for
the relocation or housing allowances.

As you can see the number are higher for an In House Attorney Department.
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POTENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR AN IN HOUSE ATTORNEY

I have copies of an RFP and an RFQ written for hiring an Attorney, either independent or
firm attorneys. I spoke to several cities to ask about qualifications. Below are some of the
qualifications recommended by other city attorneys.

 Licensed attorney in good standing with the Florida Bar
 Ten (10) years experience practicing law in Florida
 Seven (7) years consistent and current practice in the area of municipal

government
 Four (4) years experience in expertise areas such as utilities, land use, labor

relations
 Broad experience in other disciplines other than the expertise areas
 Three (3) year experience sitting as lead counsel, participating in Council

meetings
 Experience with DEO and Area of Critical Concern,
 A variety of contacts, other law firms, lobby groups, Tallahassee people, etc.
 If In House plans to handle litigation, experience level in the court systems
 Multi tasking ability

Things that would need to be decided
 Full time 5 days per week
 Is the person a employee or a Charter Officer (Charter might need to be changed)
 Can they have private practice or is he 100%  to  Islamorada
 If has private practice, can they use their Islamorada office for private business
 If use office, will this create a conflict of interest
 Where would their office be ( location)

SOME QUESTIONS AND ANWERS

1.  Who would sit in the front seat?
The In House attorney.

2. Do we need support help or can the In House do it all? Depending on the disciplines
that the In House attorney has experience in, below is an incomplete list of the specialty
support help that would be needed. An In House could not do it all himself.

1. Land Use
Provide all legal support for Planning Department, Comprehensive Plan,
Land Development Code amendments, interaction with DEO, DEP,
ACOE, prepare and advise on all applications (comp plan amendments,
rezoning, variances, site plans, docks, etc.) Quasi-Judicial hearings
prepare and attend LPA, meetings with applicants, working knowledge of
BPAS, state growth management laws applicable to an Area of Critical
State Concern.
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2. Land Use Litigation
Defend all Appeals of Council Quasi-Judicial decisions.
Defend all litigation filed against the Village on land use matters,
comprehensive plan challenges, administrative DOAH hearings, and land
development code amendment challenges.

3. Real Property/Real Estate
Purchase and Sale Contracts for Village Acquisitions
Lease Agreements, Inter-local Agreements with FDOT, County, etc.
Easement Acquisition, all legal documents included in Quasi Judicial
approval conditions (unity-of-titles, conservation easements, joint-access
agreements, review of title work, right-of-ways).

4. Code Enforcement/Building/Fire
Provide all legal support for enforcement of code and vacation rental
regulations. Advise on FEMA flood plain matters, endangered species act
matters, noise, etc., prepare and prosecute all code cases. Working
knowledge of land development code and vacation rental code. Address
building code violations, life safety code.

5. Utilities
Provide all legal support to Wastewater Utility, Stormwater, and Solid
Waste. Working knowledge of applicable federal and state laws and rules
on wastewater, collection, treatment and disposal, injection wells, re-use
utility rates, billing, financing, working knowledge of assessment
methodology and case law. Understanding of stormwater methodology.
Working knowledge of outsourced garbage hauling, recycling, flow
control and tipping regulations.

6. Litigation non-land use.
Knowledge of municipal litigation, construction matters applicable to
local governments, sovereign immunity, procurement defense, state and
federal procedures and rules, motion and trial experience.

7. Bond Counsel, Public Finance, Assessments, and municipal
budgets/taxation.
Knowledge of Florida laws pertaining to ad valorem taxation,
assessments, TRIM, budgeting, SRF Loan Programs, sales tax referenda,
uses for local option gas taxes, transportation taxes, communication
services taxes, building fees.

8. Labor/Personnel/Union.
Knowledge of ADA, FLSA, sexual harassment laws, state and federal
discrimination laws, PERC (public employees) statutes re collective
bargaining for fire rescue department.
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3. Do we have office space?   We would need to “make” space but we have the Planning
office that could be converted.  A space for an assistant would also need to be created but
we have a few open areas. Shuffling of others workspace would need to occur.  The
department would require some start up costs to furnish/equip a law library, etc.

4.  Would the In House attorney be a dedicated position?  This would need to be
determined by the Council prior to hiring. The Village Council would need to determine
the minimum qualifications/experience level for the attorney. How many years
experience would we require? What specialties would be required?

5.  How many days per week?   This would depend on dedicated and full time status.
Who would provide services while the attorney is on vacation, sick, at a seminar,
travelling for the Village? Would the attorney be allowed to maintain a private practice
and take other clients?

6.  Can we have two Legal Representatives at the same time?  No, only one can represent
the Council.  We can have a second seat at a table but there is only one lead. The Council
could by example, have separate legal counsel to serve as land use counsel and sit in that
capacity or hire separate litigation or utilities counsel, but ultimately under the Charter,
all counsel would responsible to the Charter Officer, Village Attorney.

7. Could the Village Manager discuss items with Weiss Serota?  Only for the special
projects that the Weiss Serota had been hired to do.

8. How would the current Cases be divided—which ones go to Weiss Serota?  That
would be the decision of the In House Attorney.

9.  Who would hire the outside Attorneys needed?  This usually falls to the In House
Attorney. Some cities have a spending thrush hold for the Attorney and over that must
come to Council. This is similar to the purchasing agreement for the Village Manager.

10. Who sits at Executive Sessions?   The In House Attorney as well as an out side
Attorney if there is one.

11.  Who writes the RFP/RFQ for a new attorney?   If the position is for the Attorney to
be an employee and not a Charter officer, then the solicitation would be via an
advertisement for the position.  The In House Attorney would hire the outside specialty
firms or the Village Council can solicit based on specialties and qualifications. If the
position is for a new Charter officer, an outside firm may be requested. As a reminder,
there is a cost associated with writing RFP’s or RFQ’s and with interviewing.

!2.  How would the transition work?  It would be very important to make a smooth
transition between our existing Attorneys and a new Attorney.  We would need time to
write an RFP, response time, interview time, and then actual time for transfer of cases
and files- to bring the new Attorney up to speed on cases and activities.
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ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS 
VILLAGE COUNCIL WORKSHOP 

 
Founders Park Community Center 

87000 Overseas Hwy 
Islamorada, FL 33036 

 
February 08, 2013 

at 10:00 AM 
 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER\ROLL CALL 
 
Mayor Ken Philipson called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m. Village Clerk Ariana Lawson 
called the roll. The following Council members were present on roll call: Mayor Philipson, Vice 
Mayor Ted Blackburn, Councilman Mike Forster, Councilwoman Deb Gillis, and Councilman 
Dave Purdo. Also in attendance were Village Manager Ed Koconis, Village Attorneys Nina 
Boniske and James White, Village Clerk Ariana Lawson, Finance Director Maria Aguilar and all 
other appropriate personnel. 

 
II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE   

 
Mr. Bob Johnson led the pledge of allegiance.  
 
III. PRESENTATIONS  

 
A. Discussion Regarding Village Attorney/Legal Services 

 
IV. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
Mayor Philipson opened up public comment. Ronald Levy, Islamorada, spoke in support of 
Weiss Serota Helfman Cole Pastoriza & Boniske, P.L. (Weiss Serota), stressing the institutional 
knowledge they possess as the Village’s legal firm for the past sixteen years, the reasonable 
annual fee charged for legal services, and the absence of local conflicts of interest posed by the 
firm. Bob Johnson, Islamorada, also emphasized the value of Weiss Serota’s institutional 
knowledge and cited his own experiences with the firm as former Mayor. Mr. Johnson 
encouraged Council to take the appropriate steps to vet potential replacement firms should the 
Council decide to terminate the current legal services agreement.  
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V. COUNCIL DISCUSSION   
 

Councilman Forster opened the discussion, opining that the annual amount spent on litigation 
over the past five years has been unacceptable. Councilman Forster proposed hiring an in-house 
attorney that would be stationed at Village Hall and hiring outside firms to handle litigation. He 
stated that Weiss Serota could be retained as the Village’s litigation attorney.   
 
Vice Mayor Blackburn suggested considering legal services philosophically, in terms of what is 
best for the Village. He also suggested considering Council’s goals for the future and how to best 
accomplish those goals. He suggested holding a series of workshops to define the Village’s needs 
and determine RFQ criteria for attorney services. Councilwoman Gillis concurred.  
 
Councilman Purdo presented and compared median average in-house attorney costs that he 
compiled to the Village’s current legal expenditures. Councilman Purdo expressed the importance 
of loyalty, availability and responsiveness as Village Attorney qualities. He also stated the desire 
to make the Village Attorney available to the public.  
 
Mayor Philipson requested Village Attorney Nina Boniske provide a summary of the services 
Weiss Serota provides, as well as a synopsis of what the Village’s current legal needs are. In 
response to Councilman Purdo, Ms. Boniske clarified that it would be a conflict of interest for the 
Village Attorney to provide services to resident constituents as well. She cited her previous 
experience as a municipal and county in-house attorney and noted that the Village currently has 
six other legal firms on retainer for various specific issues: Nabors, Giblin & Nickerson, P.L. for 
bond validation; Government Services Group for assessments counsel; Bryant, Miller & Olive for 
bond counsel; Greenberg Traurig for wastewater program counsel; Campbell & Malafy to handle 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill claims; and the Florida League of Cities to handle liability defense, 
constitutional cases and worker’s compensation claims. Ms. Boniske noted that the Village chose 
not to hire another firm to draft the DBOF Request for Qualifications (RFQ) and Request for 
Proposals (RFP), a process that incurred significant cost to the Village as a result of three major 
product changes by three different Village Councils. With regard to certifications, Ms. Boniske 
advised Council that the Village’s Weiss Serota attorneys are specifically certified in local 
government law with expertise in planning and utilities law. She stated that the Village’s flat legal 
services fee of $20,000 per month does not include utilities, litigation, Plantation Yacht Harbor 
Marina and special projects. Ms. Boniske noted that regular and specialized land use law in 
Monroe County also requires knowledge of ROGO, BPAS, and Area of Critical State Concern 
restrictions. She also noted Weiss Serota’s involvement with recent amendments to the Village’s 
purchasing policy, as well as state and federal lobbying efforts.  
 
Councilman Forster praised Weiss Serota for their efforts to date, but stated that any competent 
legal firm should be able to provide satisfactory legal counsel to the Village, at potentially lower 
cost. He noted that the City of Key West utilizes an in-house attorney.  
 
Councilman Purdo inquired what advice Weiss Serota gave former Village Manager Kenneth 
Fields regarding settlement of the WPC case litigations. Ms. Boniske stated that decisions on how 
to proceed in each case were made by the Council following discussions each Council member 
had with the Village Attorney in closed executive sessions. Discussion ensued regarding 
settlement of the various WPC litigation cases. Councilman Purdo stated that he felt that an in-
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To:    
 

Mayor and Village Council 

From: Nina Boniske, Village Attorney 

Date: 
 

September 22, 2011 

SUBJECT: 
 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING A MODIFICATION TO THE 
RETAINER AGREEMENT BETWEEN WEISS SEROTA HELFMAN 
PASTORIZA COLE & BONISKE, PL AND ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE 
OF ISLANDS TO PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES 

 
Background: 
The firm of Weiss Serota Helfman Pastoriza Cole & Boniske, PL (“WSHPC&B”) was retained 
in March of 1998 serve as the Village Attorney pursuant to Section 7 of the Village Charter. The 
hourly rate to provide legal services in 1998 was $150.00 per hour. In September of 2005, the 
Village Council approved an adjustment to the hourly rate to $175.00 per hour. WSHPC&B has 
continued to serve as the Village Attorney since that time based upon the adjustment approved in 
2005. 
 
Analysis: 
During the Fiscal Year 2011-12 budget discussions the Village Council explored modification of 
the fee arrangement with the firm to provide a flat fee for General Municipal Services. Starting 
with the Fiscal Year 2011-12 on October 1, 2011, General Municipal Services would be 
provided at a flat fee of $20,833.00 per month. Other legal services would be provided at 
$185.00 per hour. Services not included in the flat fee are Litigation, Wastewater, Marina, 
Stormwater and Special Projects. Litigation means adversarial proceedings before administrative 
tribunals, courts, mediators or arbitrations. Special Projects means non-recurring unanticipated 
major projects not already identified in the Village’s adopted budget arising subsequent to 
October 1, 2011. The Modified Retainer Agreement provided in the attached resolution reflects 
the changes as proposed and discussed during the Budget Workshops and Public Hearings. 
 
Budget Impact: 
The adopted Village Budget for Fiscal Year 2011-12 includes $250,000 for the annual flat fee for 
legal services and $220,000 for Litigation. The monthly flat fee is an overall reduction of the 
general municipal services by approximately $45,000.00 (from original estimates of $295,000 to 
$250,000). The hourly fee adjustment does reflect an additional $10.00 per hour for legal 
services that will be provided for legal services excluded from the flat fee; however, the Village 
Attorney anticipates that they will continue to work with the Village Council and Village 
Manager to decrease litigation, increase efficiency in the delivery of services between staff and 

Council Communication 
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legal and continue the practice of preventative law to work towards an overall reduction in legal 
expenses.  
 
Staff Impact: 
N/A.  
 
Recommendation: 
It is recommended that the Village Council approve the attached resolution authorizing the 
approval of a Modified Retainer Agreement with Weiss Serota Helfman Pastoriza Cole & 
Boniske, PL. 



RESOLUTION NO. 11   
 
A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF 
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA 
APPROVING A MODIFICATION OF THE RETAINER 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN WEISS SEROTA HELFMAN 
PASTORIZA COLE & BONISKE, PL AND ISLAMORADA, 
VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, TO PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES 
TO THE VILLAGE; AUTHORIZING VILLAGE OFFICIALS 
TO IMPLEMENT THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE 
AGREEMENT; AUTHORIZING THE VILLAGE MANAGER 
TO EXPEND BUDGETED FUNDS; AUTHORIZING THE 
MAYOR TO EXECUTE THE MODIFIED RETAINER 
AGREEMENT; AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE 
DATE 
 

 
WHEREAS, in March of 1998 Islamorada, Village of Islands (the “Village”) approved a 

Retainer Agreement with Weiss Serota Helfman Pastoriza Cole & Boniske PL (“WSHPC&B”) 

to serve as the Village Attorney pursuant so Section 7 of the Village Charter, a copy of the 

Retainer Agreement is attached as Exhibit “A”; and 

WHEREAS, on September 15, 2005, the Village Council approved a modification to the 

Retainer Agreement between the Village and WSHPC&B, a copy of the Village Council 

modification is attached as Exhibit “B”; and 

WHEREAS, during the current budgeting process for the Fiscal Year 2011-12 starting 

October 1, 2011, the Village Council requested and WSHPC&B agreed to a Modification to the 

Retainer Agreement (the “Modified Retainer Agreement”; and 

WHEREAS, the Village Council finds that approval of the Modified Retainer 

Agreement is in the best interest of the Village. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF 

ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS:  

Section 1. Recitals. The above recitals are true and correct and incorporated 
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into this Resolution by this reference. 

Section 2. Approval of Retainer Agreement Modification. The Modified  

Retainer Agreement between WSHPC&B and the Village, attached as Exhibit “C” is approved. 

 Section 3. Authorization of Village Officials. The Mayor and/or the Village 

Manager are authorized to take all actions necessary to implement the terms and conditions of the 

Modified Retainer Agreement. 

 Section 4. Authorization of Fund Expenditure. Notwithstanding the limitations 

imposed upon the Village Manager pursuant to the Village’s Purchasing Procedures, the Village 

Manager is authorized to expend budgeted funds to implement the terms and conditions of the 

Modified Retainer Agreement.  

Section 5.   Execution of Agreement. The Mayor is authorized to execute the 

Modified Retainer Agreement. 

 Section 6. Effective Date.    This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon 

adoption. 

 PASSED AND ADOPTED this _____ day of ___________, 2011. 

 
Motion to adopt by _______________________, second by ______________________. 
 
 
FINAL VOTE AT ADOPTION 

Mayor Michael Reckwerdt   ________ 

Vice Mayor Ken Philipson   ________ 

Councilman Don Achenberg   ________ 

Councilman Ted Blackburn   ________ 

Councilman Dave Purdo   ________ 
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      _________________________________    
      MICHAEL RECKWERDT, MAYOR 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
VILLAGE CLERK 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY FOR THE 
USE AND BENEFIT OF ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS: 
 
 
___________________________________ 
VILLAGE ATTORNEY 
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Village Attorney Department

2008-9 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2012-13
Actual Actual Actual Actual Budget Y-T-D- Mar

1/2 year
General Legal $394,875 $290,860 $253,048 $250,000 $250,000 $124,998
Litigation $402,320 $312,243 $288,032 $305,934 $220,000 $123,552
General Dept $14,438 $15,764 $10,144 $10,216 $10,000 n/a

Total $811,633 $618,867 $551,224 $566,150 $480,000 $248,550

Other service preformed by Legal and paid out of Enterprise Funds or Special Projects

Marina $19,956 $5,565 $10,045 $7,030 $5,000 $1,073
Storm water $2,125 $4,305 $7,104 $1,500 $592
Waste water $178,767 $235,742 $306,814 $335,759 $159,000 $51,920
Wastewater litigation $85,484 $293,596 $225,716 $73,174
Affordable $6,200
Enterprise total $284,207 $537,028 $546,880 $423,067 $165,500 $59,785

Total before recovery $1,095,840 $1,155,895 $1,098,104 $989,217 $645,500 $308,335

Moneys recovered by Legal
Wastewater $43,750 $1,245,908
Army Corp $31,093 $105,369
Affordable $6,200
Total  recovered $74,843 $1,351,277 $6,200

Net total from all above $1,095,840 $1,081,052 -$253,173 $989,217 $645,500 $302,135
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